
Essay 2 

Some scientists believe that intelligentce life forms may exist on other planets and some want 

to send messages to contact them. Others think it is a bad idea because these life forms may be 

too dangerous. Discuss both views and give your own opinion.  

 

Write examples with analogy – European colonization – this same process would replicate itself 

with other life forms 

 

Work on writing hypothetical examples a bit better – specific, clearer, detailed, direct 

 

 

Some scientists are behind theare fully in support of the proposal that human beings should  

attempt to contact the intelligentce life forms that may livinge on other planets while others 

oppose it as they assume these life forms could be a potentially hazardous to people. I agree with 

the former idea as the exploration of the outer space is an inevitable, progressive step in for the 

sustainable development of mankind.  

 

Indeed, proponents of this viewpoint argue that the mutual benefits to contact with alien life are 

potentiality immense. 

 

Indeed, there is increasing evidence suggesting the existence of intelligentce life forms on other 

planets and it is simply unavoidable for human beings to pursue such uncover the mysteriesy due 

to the possible mutual benefits it may create. In recent years, finite resources on earth such as 

iron, coal and petroleum are running out and many countries are contending in competition for 

the dominant powercontrol over these rare natural materialsminerals. To address this 

increasingly pressing problem, the governments of all countries should could work together to 

explore alternative energies in the outer space. It is possible that alien planets and other life 

forms there would be able to offer solutions in the form of more advanced technology or access 

to natural resources. Depending on the needs of the alien life, there is also a good chance that 

they would benefit from a cultural and technological exchange with Earth. 

 

For the aliens of on other planets, they can would also potentially benefit from the advanced 

technology and learning from the highly developed civilizations humans can provideof Earth. The 

researches, therefore, of theinto intelligentce life formsalien life would likely not only benefit the 

earth but also the living creatures of on other planets.  

 

On the other hand, some critics of space exploration contend that contact with the aliens is likely 

to pose a threat to human beings’ liveslife and even the Earth. Once the inhabitants of other 

planets learn about human’s humanity’s intentions and ambitions for the expansion of land and 

resources, chances arethere is a strong probability that they would will become aggressive and in 

a position toprepare fight in defence of their own properties and possessionsnatural resources 

and way of life. For example, when any invaders or explorers from the Eearth are inspected 

detected intruding on theirto intrude their homeland, they would probably take defensive 

measures or even might even declare claim war on their potential  enemies. This would could 
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cause result in tremendous hazardous consequences for both human beings and the Earth is also 

at the risk of destruction.  

 

In conclusion, although there are valid arguments for the negative impact of contacting living 

creatures of on other planets on for the safety of humans, in my opinion, it is more beneficial to 

establish contact and connection atempt to connect with them outer space as it can create foster 

multiple advantages mutual advantagesly. 

 

Task achievement: 7 

Cohesion/Coherence: 7 

Vocabulary: 7 

Grammar: 7 

Overall: 7 
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